Press Release
RANMARINE TECHNOLOGY APPOINTS DRONE SOLUTIONS ITS SEA DISTRIBUTOR
Announcement made concurrent with the introduction of DataShark Gen2
Rotterdam & Singapore, September 2, 2019 Ranmarine Technology announced today its appointment of
Drone Solutions as its Distributor in South East Asia.
Mr. Richard Hardiman, Chief Executive Officer of Ranmarine Technology speaking on the appointment said
“the addition of Drone Solutions to professionally represent our interests in South East Asia greatly enhances
our technical & customer service, local support and product training capability and efficiency in the region”.
The Executive Director of Drone solutions Mr. Gianluca Salone, noted “our ability to offer Ranmarine’s stateof- the-art environmentally responsible WasteShark solutions which effectively cleans inland and coastal waters
of water born debris, microplastics and hazardous oil & chemicals is a great step forward in our fight against
senseless water waste pollution enabling Smart Cities”.
About Ranmarine Technology
RanMarine Technology™ is a drone technology company from The Netherlands which specialises in developing
and selling remote controlled and autonomous drones called Sharks that swim through water, extracting
unwanted material and gathering data about the marine environment.
RanMarine Technology™ markets and sells three distinctive products, which have zero greenhouse emissions
and act as intelligent tools to cleaning our waters.
The WasteShark® will eat plastics and other litter; detect chemicals in the water; extract alien and pest
vegetation.
The DataShark™ which includes the same functionality as the WasteShark is also a
machine continually collecting data about the marine environment.
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The OilShark™ combines the functionality of the WasteShark along with the capability to collection surface and
subsurface oil and other harmful chemicals which it detects.
About Drone Solutions
Drone Solution Services Pte Ltd is a privately-held Singapore company engaged in researching, designing,
developing, manufacturing, marketing, selling, licensing and patenting proprietary intellectual property rights
related to Unmanned Systems Technology products.
Drone Solutions is in a constant pursuit of excellence through technological innovation and novelty enabling it
to provide bespoke and advanced state-of-the-art unmanned aerial systems (“UAS”), unmanned underwater
vehicles (“UUV”), unmanned surface vehicles (“USV”) and unmanned ground vehicles (“UGV”) solutions across
a diverse range of segments.
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